Successful software evolves as developers add more features, respond to requirements changes, and fix faults. Regression testing is widely used for ensuring the validity of evolving software. As regression test suites grow over time, it becomes expensive to execute them. The problem is exacerbated when test suites contain multithreaded tests. These tests are generally long running as they explore many different thread schedules searching for concurrency faults such as dataraces, atomicity violations, and deadlocks. While many techniques have been proposed for regression test prioritization, selection, and minimization for sequential tests, there is not much work for multithreaded code.
INTRODUCTION
The advent of multicore processors is ushering in a new era in computing. To exploit performance from the multiple cores, software developers now need to write parallel code. The currently dominant paradigm for parallel code is Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. that of shared data, where multiple threads of computation communicate by reading and writing shared data objects. For example, Java provides support for threads in the language and libraries, with shared data residing on the heap. However, multithreaded code is notoriously hard to get right and is often afflicted by hard to detect faults like dataraces, atomicity violations, and deadlocks.
Ensuring the reliability of multithreaded code has been an active area of research with several promising recent results [8, 10, 15, 21, 25] . Most of these tools execute multithreaded tests to check for the presence of faults. Since multithreaded code can have different behavior for different thread schedules, these tools conceptually explore the code for a large number of schedules, and as a result they tend to be fairly time consuming. Moreover, most existing tools are change-unaware: they check only one version of code at a time, and do not exploit the fact that code evolves.
Regression testing is the most widely practiced method for ensuring the validity of evolving software. Regression testing involves re-executing the tests for a program when its code changes to ensure that the changes have not introduced a fault that causes test failures. As programs evolve and grow, their test suites also grow, and over time it becomes expensive to re-execute all the tests. The problem is exacerbated when test suites contain multithreaded tests that are generally long running. While many techniques have been proposed to alleviate this problem for sequential tests [39] , there is much less work for multithreaded code [16, 38] .
Yoo and Harman [39] present a detailed survey of regression testing techniques that minimize (e.g., [19] ), select (e.g., [17, 37] ), or prioritize (e.g., [14, 20, 40] ) test suites. Test selection determines which tests to rerun after changing code, and test prioritization determines in what order to run tests to find faults faster. The techniques for sequential code showed good results in practice (e.g., [33] ) but unfortunately cannot be applied directly for multithreaded code. Specifically, those techniques do not target exploration of schedules within one test.
There is some recent work on targeting program changes in systematic testing for multithreaded code [16, 38] . The proposed techniques reuse results from exploration of one program version to speed up exploration of the next program version (or a code mutant). These techniques in effect perform selection, pruning from exploration the schedules that are unaffected by the code changes, which is complementary to prioritization. In general, prioritization could be used in conjunction with selection to prioritize already selected parts of the exploration.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ISSTA '11, July 17-21, 2011 Heuristics: CAPP is a general technique that can be instantiated with different definitions of code changes and scheduling choices to prioritize. We present 14 heuristics that consider changes at the level of source-code lines/statements, methods, classes, or fields affected by the change, and consider prioritizing scheduling choices based on whether all or only some executing threads are executing changed code.
Implementation: We have implemented CAPP in two frameworks for systematic exploration of multithreaded Java code. Java PathFinder (JPF) [22, 36] is a widely used tool for checking Java code. JPF performs a stateful search, with checkpointing and restoration of program state to explore thread schedules, and with state comparison to prune the search. ReEx is a tool that we implemented following the ideas from CHESS [25] . ReEx performs a stateless search, with re-execution to establish a program state to explore thread schedules, and with no state comparison. 
Figure 3: Multithreaded regression test for Mina
In short, the results show that CAPP can substantially reduce the exploration cost required to detect multithreaded regression faults, and there are interesting variations in cost among heuristics, stateful/stateless search, and default/randomized search order.
EXAMPLE
We illustrate how CAPP works through an example of a real code evolution of Apache Mina [1] . Figures 1 and 2 show code snippets from two consecutive revisions of Mina. In the newer revision, 912149, developers inlined the invocation of the method flushWithoutFuture into the method filterWrite and further changed the loop condition to use the predicate !bufferQueue.isEmpty(). While performing these changes, the developers also removed the null check for encodedMessage (lines 13-15 in Figure 1 ).
These changes in fact introduce a fault caused by an atomicity violation: if a preemption occurs after a thread has checked !bufferQueue.isEmpty() and before it calls bufferQueue.poll(), another thread could remove elements from the bufferQueue, and encodedMessage could be assigned null, which will result in a NullPointerException. This issue was reported in Mina's issue tracking system (DIRMINA-803 [1] ) and corrected since then. Figure 3 shows a multithreaded test that exercises the changed code. This test creates two threads that call the faulty filterWrite method. Suppose that a Mina developer were to run this test after making the change to revision 912149. The sooner the test reveals the fault, the easier it is for the developer to debug [30] .
However, this test reveals the fault in only a small number of its many possible schedules. Ideally, the test should be explored for all (non-equivalent) schedules to guarantee detection of the NullPointerException, but exploring all schedules can be very expensive. Even using advanced testing techniques to reduce the number of schedules, such as iterative context bounding from CHESS [25] , requires executing many different schedules. Specifically, in this example, using the basic change-unaware, iterative context bounding exploration (with a bound of 2) requires exploring 58 schedules before the fault is revealed. In contrast, using CAPP requires exploring as few as 5 schedules before the fault is revealed, which is substantially faster.
CAPP can reduce the exploration required to reveal a fault by inferring the impact of code changes and prioritizing the exploration of schedules that perform preemptions at Impacted Code Points (ICPs). CAPP uses different kinds of ICPs based on changed code lines/statements, methods, and classes, and the impact of these changes onto fields. Section 3.1 describes in detail how CAPP infers different kinds of ICPs. For example, in Mina revision 912149, CAPP marks as changed the highlighted lines in Figure 2 . By analyzing these changed lines, CAPP infers that the method filterWrite and the class it belongs to are impacted by the changes. Moreover, while no fields are being directly accessed within the changed lines, CAPP analyzes the methods being invoked directly from the changed lines (in this case the methods isEmpty and poll), and infers that the fields head and tail in the Queue class are also impacted by the change. Using ICPs like these, CAPP prioritizes the exploration of the multithreaded test to focus on changes and thus reveal the fault with substantially lesser exploration.
CAPP can use various heuristics to identify and prioritize change-impacted preemptions based on the set of collected ICPs. Section 3 describes in detail the 14 different heuristics that we propose. These heuristics are expected but not guaranteed to reveal the faults faster than the change-unaware exploration. Section 4 presents our empirical evaluation. For example, the heuristic Line On-stack All, which prioritizes the exploration of schedules that encounter states where all enabled threads are executing changed-impacted lines (such as lines 6-15 in Figure 2 ), revealed the fault in just 5 schedules in this test. As another example, the heuristic Field Some, which prioritizes the exploration of schedules that encounter states where some enabled threads are accessing change-impacted fields (such as head and tail), revealed the fault in 19 schedules.
TECHNIQUE
Change-Aware Preemption Prioritization consists of two main parts: static collection of a set of Impacted Code Points (ICPs) and dynamic prioritization of the exploration of schedules that perform preemptions at the collected ICPs.
We first present collection of ICPs and then present the algorithm for prioritization of schedules.
Collecting Impacted Code Points
Collecting ICPs is similar to change-impact analysis [26, 27, 33] . However, the goal of collecting ICPs is to identify points that are more likely to affect fault-revealing schedules and hence should be prioritized earlier. Note that we do not ensure that the collected ICPs capture the sound or complete impact of changes: CAPP can identify fewer points than really impacted (because CAPP performs prioritization and not selection/pruning, the unidentified points will still be explored, but later), and CAPP can identify more points than really impacted (because those points may be helpful in finding an appropriate schedule). Intuitively, our focus is on capturing the impact of changes on the communication among threads, i.e., the schedule-relevant points in the code. Since concurrency faults are related to synchronization orders and shared-memory accesses, CAPP collects not only directly changed code elements but also their impact on synchronized regions (blocks/methods) and fields (of shared objects).
An ICP is defined as a 4-tuple C, M, L, F , where C is a class name, M is a method name, L is a line number, and F is a field name. An element of the tuple may be ⊥ to denote a "don't care" value. For example, the ICP org.apache.mina. . .ProtocolCodecFilter, filterWrite(), 325, ⊥ denotes that line 325, which is in the method filterWrite() of the class org.apache.mina. . .ProtocolCodecFilter, is impacted by the changes. As another example, the ICP java.util.concurrent.ConcurrentLinkedQueue, ⊥, ⊥, head denotes that the field head of the java.util.concurrent.-ConcurrentLinkedQueue class is impacted by the changes.
Our CAPP implementation utilizes a multi-step process to collect the set of ICPs. First, a diff utility (specifically, the Eclipse JDK structure diff [34] ) is used to collect a set of lines that have been changed. This results in a set of ICPs where only the third element, i.e., the line, is specified. Then four analyses are performed on the abstract syntax tree (AST) of the changed code to fill in the missing elements of the partial ICPs and add additional ICPs.
First, any partial ICPs with changed lines that affect a synchronized region (e.g., adding/removing the synchronized keyword to/from methods, changing the scope of a synchronized block, etc.) are expanded to include the entire region (method/block). For example, if line 325 in filterWrite() were to belong to some synchronized block from lines 320 to 330, additional ICPs are added for all those lines.
Second, for each partial ICP, the method and class that contain the changed lines are identified and filled into the partial ICP. This is straightforward except for some special cases such as inner or anonymous classes.
Third, for any field accesses (reads or writes) within impacted lines, additional ICPs are added that specify changeimpacted fields. For example, if the changed code has an access o.f for some object o of type C, an ICP C, ⊥, ⊥, f is added. Note that this ICP includes no (changed) lines. Indeed, it encodes that any access to the field is potentially relevant and not only the accesses within the changed code.
Fourth, additional change-impacted field ICPs are collected by determining the read-and write-sets [29] of all methods that are directly invoked from the impacted lines, and using fields from these sets. In case of dynamic dis-patch, our implementation does not compute any precise call graph but simply approximates the set of callees using the statically declared type of the receiver objects.
Algorithm
CAPP uses the statically collected ICPs to dynamically prioritize the exploration of a multithreaded regression test. Figure 4 shows the pseudo-code of the algorithm used to perform the prioritized exploration. The algorithm takes as inputs the test to be explored and a set of ICPs. The algorithm also has two parameters-prioritization mode and ICP match mode-that identify which heuristic to use (or none if BASIC). The possible values for these modes are listed at the top and are explained later in this section.
The algorithm uses the Tran pair to represent a transition that consists of a State and a Thread that can be executed in that state. The main data structures of the algorithm are toExplore and nextToExplore, which are both sets of transitions, to be explored either in the current iteration or in the next iteration, respectively. Typically these structures would be stacks (for the depth-first search strategy), queues (for the breadth-first search strategy), or priority queues (for search strategies like iterative context bounding that use other prioritization in addition to CAPP). Our algorithm is orthogonal to the search strategy and does not presume any particular strategy. The algorithm also works for both stateful exploration (where explored tracks the explored states) and stateless exploration. For example, our ReEx tool applies the iterative context bounding prioritization strategy from CHESS [25] .
The algorithm starts by initializing the data structures. The toExplore set is initialized with the enabled transitions of the initial state of the test, and the nextToExplore set is initialized to the empty set. The main exploration loop starts after the initialization and continues as long as toExplore is not empty. In each iteration of the main loop, a transition is selected and removed from the toExplore set. The state of the selected transition is reestablished (e.g., by restoring the state in JPF or re-executing the code in ReEx), and the thread of the transition is executed on the state to obtain the next state, s'. The algorithm then obtains the transitions that are enabled in s'. At this point, a selection criteria can be used to remove some enabled transitions from the enabled set.
The core part of the algorithm is the call to the function partitionPrioritized in line 33. This function partitions the enabled transitions into those that CAPP prioritizes for the current iteration and those it postpones for the next iteration, which it adds to toExplore and nextToExplore, respectively. The partitioning is configured by the prioritization mode and the ICP match mode, described in Section 3.2.1. At the end of the main exploration loop, the algorithm checks whether the toExplore set is empty; if so, the transitions from the nextToExplore set are moved into the toExplore set to begin the next iteration of the CAPP exploration. This is repeated until the entire state space has been explored. However, it would be also possible to stop the loop after one or more iterations, which would result in selection rather than prioritization of schedules.
Modes
The algorithm takes two parameters, for the prioritization mode and for the ICP match mode. The prioritization mode Set Tran enabled = {Tran(s', t') | t' ∈ enabledThreads(s')}; can be BASIC (no prioritization), ALL, or SOME. It stipulates the conditions under which enabled transitions are kept for the current iteration (or postponed for the next iteration):
ALL (A) keeps all of the transitions if they are all executing a change-impacted point in the code (as determined by the ICPs). Otherwise, if one or more transitions are not executing a change-impacted point, only one of them is kept. The intuition behind this mode is to prioritize preemptions only among threads that are executing change-impacted code, and to ignore the threads that are not executing change-impacted code until they reach such code (or become disabled). SOME (S) keeps all of the transitions if there exists at least one transition in the set that is executing a changeimpacted point in the code. Otherwise, if no transition is executing a change-impacted point, only the transition of the currently executing thread is kept. The intuition behind this mode is to prioritize preemptions between threads that are executing change-impacted code and other threads that are not.
Note that both modes perform prioritization only if a preemption is possible, as shown in lines 48-49. If a preemption is not possible, all the enabled transitions are returned. Also note that the prioritization mode relies on the ICP match mode to decide which transitions/threads are executing change-impacted code.
There are seven ICP match modes that determine whether a transition is executing changed-impacted code, based on the impactedCodePoints set of collected ICPs. The match modes compare the program counter (i.e., the currently executing line/statement that belongs to some method in some class) and potentially stack trace (which has several program counters based on the call chain) of a transition/thread being executed with the collected ICPs: LINE_ON_STACK (LO) checks if the stack trace contains a line specified in an ICP.
FIELD (F) checks if a field being accessed at a program counter (if any) matches a field specified in an ICP.
The combination of two (non-BASIC) prioritization modes and seven ICP match modes results in 14 different heuristics with which Change-Aware Preemption Prioritization can be instantiated. We refer to the heuristics using the respective ICP match mode and prioritization mode. For example, LS is the Line Some heuristic that uses the LINE match mode and the SOME prioritization mode, and COA is the Class Onstack All heuristic that uses the CLASS_ON_STACK match mode and the ALL prioritization mode.
EVALUATION
The motivation behind CAPP is to reduce the exploration required to detect multithreaded regression faults. We designed and performed experiments to determine whether CAPP heuristics can indeed reduce the exploration cost to detect such faults. We also compare the heuristics and analyze their effectiveness across stateful/stateless exploration and default/randomized search orders. The evaluation was conducted in the context of 15 multithreaded faults from a set of Java programs. We next present the implementations of CAPP that we use in the experiments, the artifacts on which we performed the experiments, the experimental setup, analysis of the results, and threats to validity.
Implementations
We implemented CAPP, along with all its heuristics, in two frameworks for systematic exploration of multithreaded Java programs, Java PathFinder (JPF) and ReEx. JPF is a widely used, stateful model checker for Java programs [36] . We implemented CAPP in JPF by customizing the existing SimplePrioritySearch to prioritize the search using CAPP. ReEx is a stateless exploration framework for Java programs that we developed using bytecode instrumentation. We developed a custom SchedulingStrategy in ReEx to control the search order using CAPP. The basic search strategy in JPF is (unbounded) depth first, while in ReEx it is the iterative context bounded from CHESS (with bound of 2) [25] .
Artifacts
We conducted our experiments on 15 multithreaded faults in Java programs. Table 1 provides more information about each of the faults and the programs in which those faults were detected. For each of the faults, we collected two versions of the program, a correct version without the fault and a buggy version with the fault. For each of the faults, we also collected a multithreaded test that passed on the correct version and failed on the buggy version. For many of the programs such a test was included in the test suite. In cases where such a test was not available, we created the appropriate test based on the information gained from the corresponding bug report. Further, some of the tests provided with the programs could be configured with the number of threads to be used. In such instances, we used a small number of threads that revealed the fault. This is in line with standard practice; developers are usually encouraged to write simple unit tests that check a particular property. It is also the rationale behind techniques like CHESS [25] which detects faults with the smallest number of possible preemptions.
The statistics shown in Table 1 are for the buggy version of the programs on which the experiments were conducted. The correct versions were only used to obtain the initial diffs from which the ICPs for the buggy version were computed. The first 8 programs and their faults were obtained from the Software Infrastructure Repository (SIR) [11] . Each of these programs had one fault. We asked two graduate students to fix these faults to obtain the correct versions. The remaining 7 faults were obtained from various open-source Java projects. The correct and buggy versions for these faults were obtained from the respective project's source repository. The programs vary in size from 52 to 54,872 lines of code, and the size of the changes between the buggy and fixed versions ranges from 2 to 201 ICPs. The table also shows the type of error that was detected in each program. The assertion violations detected were all caused by dataraces or atomicity violations.
Setup
We conducted two sets of experiments with each implementation of CAPP. The first set of experiments measure the savings in terms of exploration cost that is achieved by using the CAPP heuristics compared to the basic exploration strategy of the respective exploration framework. Note that the basic exploration strategy naturally imposes a particular default search order on one exploration, e.g., in JPF depthfirst strategy explores transitions enabled from a state in the order of the thread id of the transitions. However, a previous study has shown that exploration savings attributed to heuristics are often a function of the search order rather than the heuristic itself [13] . To evaluate the effect of the search order, we conducted a second set of experiments with randomized search orders. For these experiments, we chose 50 random seeds and, for each seed, performed a randomized depth-first search similar to [12] for basic and heuristic explorations. In total we performed 19,890 explorations which required about a month of computing time to complete.
Note that not all of the artifacts could be used for both frameworks. Specifically, Mina could not be explored using JPF since it uses networking libraries that are currently not modeled by JPF. Also, ReplWorkers, RAXextended, and ReadersWriters could not be explored using ReEx since they are reactive programs where a re-execution/schedule can potentially run infinitely. ReEx currently does not support exploring such programs.
Measures
Because the experiments were conducted on multiple computers with different configurations (some experiments were performed on compute clusters), we do not measure exploration cost in real time. This is consistent with previous studies on exploration costs [12, 13, 38] . Instead, we measure the costs of exploration in terms of the number of transitions (new states + visited states -1) for JPF and the number of schedules (re-executions) for ReEx.
Note that CAPP prioritization does increase somewhat the per-transition or per-schedule real time cost compared to no prioritization, because CAPP checks for an ICP match (function matchICPs in Figure 4) . However, for all modes without ON_STACK, this check can be rather cheap as it only compares the current program counter with a set of collected ICPs. In fact, the info can be statically pre-computed and each bytecode labeled with a boolean that indicates whether it is an ICP or not; the dynamic match then just checks the value of one boolean variable. For the modes with ON_STACK, the check is more expensive as it needs to maintain a stack of values and to compare the current program counter information with those values. Our current CAPP prototypes do not optimize these checks but follow the pseudo-code in Figure 4 fairly directly.
The additional cost of CAPP over no prioritization is the static analysis for collecting ICPs. Yet again, our prototype does not attempt to minimize this cost, but it can be made rather negligible compared to the cost of exploration of numerous schedules for many multithreaded tests.
Results for Default Search Order
We next present and analyze the results of the first set of experiments measuring the savings in exploration that can be achieved by using various CAPP heuristics with the default search order. Tables 2 and 3 show the results. The second columns of the tables show the number of transitions/schedules required to detect the fault using the basic, change-unaware exploration provided by JPF/ReEx. The following columns show the speedup (if greater than 1.0) or slowdown (if less than 1.0) obtained by the various CAPP heuristics compared to the basic exploration. The highest speedup achieved for the detection of each fault is highlighted. The last row in both tables shows the geometric mean of the speedups achieved by the various CAPP heuristics for all the faults. Recall from Section 3 that the heuristic acronyms are built using the ICP match mode and the prioritization mode that define the heuristic. For example the Line On-stack Some (LOS) heuristic uses the LINE_ON_STACK ICP match mode and the SOME prioritization mode. We use the results presented in these tables to address the first three research questions presented in Section 1.
RQ1: Exploration Cost
For stateful JPF exploration, the average reductions in exploration cost range from 1.0x for COS and MOS to 2.7x for MA, with the only average cost increases being 0.8x for LOS. For stateless ReEx exploration, the average reductions range from 1.5x for COS to 5.3x for LOA, with no average cost increases. Looking at individual faults, all the heuristics reduce cost in the detection of majority of the faults. For stateful JPF exploration, the greatest speedup of 37.8x was obtained by COA for detecting the RAXextended fault, and the greatest slowdown of 0.02x was obtained by LOS for detecting the Pool3 fault. For stateless ReEx exploration, the greatest speedup of 1294.8x was obtained by the ALL prioritization mode based heuristics for detecting the BubbleSort fault, and the greatest slowdown of 0.1x was obtained by MOA for detecting the Pool2 fault.
The CAPP heuristics do reduce exploration costs on average, ranging from 1.0x to 5.3x. Only 1 instance (out of 28) increase costs on average with 0.8x.
RQ2: Comparison of Heuristics
For JPF, grouping the heuristics by the ICP match mode, METHOD heuristics perform the best, followed by FIELD heuristics, and only the METHOD_ON_STACK and LINE_ON_STACK heuristics have average slowdowns. For ReEx, LINE heuristics perform the best, followed by FIELD heuristics, with the worst being CLASS_ON_STACK heuristics. Grouping the heuristics by prioritization mode, each ALL heuristic outperforms its corresponding SOME heuristic for both JPF and ReEx.
Heuristics based on the FIELD ICP match mode perform better than heuristics based on the other ICP match modes. Heuristics based on the ALL prioritization mode perform better than heuristics based on the SOME prioritization mode.
RQ3: Stateful vs Stateless Exploration
The CAPP heuristics achieve speedups for both stateful and stateless explorations, but on average the speedups are greater for stateless exploration. There are also a few other differences between the performance of the heuristics across stateful and stateless exploration. While MA (with 2.7x speedup) is the best heuristic on average for stateful exploration, LOA (with 5.3x speedup) is the best heuristic on average for stateless exploration. While stateful exploration has two heuristics with average slowdowns (MOS and LOS), none of the stateless heuristics have average slowdown. Grouping the heuristics by prioritization mode, the ALL heuristics outperform the corresponding SOME heuristics for both stateful and stateless exploration. However, grouping heuristics by ICP match mode, METHOD is the best for stateful exploration, while LINE is the best for stateless exploration. FIELD performs consistently well for both stateful and stateless exploration.
The CAPP heuristics achieve greater reduction in exploration costs for stateless exploration. ALL and FIELD heuristics perform well for both stateful and stateless exploration.
While the default strategy in JPF is depth-first search (DFS), we also evaluated CAPP with the breadth-first search (BFS) strategy. The absolute numbers of transitions required to detect the faults were orders of magnitude larger for BFS than for DFS. However, BFS with the CAPP heuristics still performed better than Basic BFS and, in fact, achieved around twice as high average cost reduction than achieved for DFS with CAPP over Basic DFS. Tables 4 and 5 show the results of the second set of experiments with 50 seeds that randomize the default search order [12] . For each fault, we show box plots for the randomized basic and randomized CAPP heuristic explorations, comparing the distributions of transitions/schedules that are explored to detect the fault. Each box plot shows the median, upper and lower quartile values, the max and min values not outside the 1.5 times inter-quartile range from their quartile values, and the outliers outside that range. Note that each y-axis is normalized such that the 100 mark is the median of the randomized basic exploration, and all other values are divided by that median. We also include a reference line (Default) that shows the number of transitions/schedules that the basic exploration with the (nonrandomized) default search order explored to detect the fault (i.e., the values from the second column of tables 2 and 3); when the line is missing, it is above the limit. Following the methodology recommended by Arcuri and Briand [6] , we performed pairwise Mann-Whitney U tests and computed
Results for Randomized Search Order
Vargha and Delaney'sÂ12 non-parametric effect size measure to compare the random search order result distributions for each of the heuristics with basic. Tables 6 and 7 show the computed p-values andÂ12 values.
RQ4: Default vs Random Search Order
A heuristic can be considered to perform better than basic with high confidence if its p-value is less than 0.05 and its 
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A12 is greater than 0.5. As noticed with the default search order, majority of the heuristics for both stateful JPF and stateless ReEx exploration do perform better than basic. The best heuristics for JPF (MA) and ReEx (LOA) with the default search order, continue to be the best for random search order. Grouping heuristics by the ICP match mode, METHOD_ON_STACK and LINE_ON_STACK heuristics perform well for JPF, and LINE heuristics perform well for ReEx, which is contrary to the default search order results. Grouping heuristics by prioritization mode, ALL heuristics continue to do better than SOME heuristics..
The results for random search order confirm all the results for default search order (e.g., in terms of best heuristics and best prioritization modes), except that the ICP match modes that are the best for default search order are not the best for random search order.
Threats to Validity
Internal threats We conducted our experiments using the default settings of JPF (version 5.0pre2) and ReEx systematic exploration frameworks. During the course of our study, we found two bugs in JPF, which we have corrected on our local copy. To the best of our knowledge, there are no other bugs in the frameworks that would affect our results. However, changing the settings could affect the results.
External threats The artifacts that we perform our experiments on were collected from a variety of sources and are diverse in terms of the statistics that we show in Table 1 . The artifacts that we collected from SIR [35] have all been used in previous experiments, and the other artifacts are from widely used open-source projects. However, we cannot guarantee that they form a representative sample of multithreaded Java programs. To mitigate the limitation of using one particular exploration framework and search order, we evaluated CAPP with two different exploration frameworks, with both default and randomized search orders, and with both DFS and BFS for JPF. Construct threats In our evaluation, we use the number of transitions (for JPF) and the number of schedules (for ReEx) as the measures for exploration cost instead of the real execution time. The reason for this was three fold. First, we performed our experiments across multiple computers with various hardware configurations, hence measuring real execution time across computers would not be a robust measure. Second, previous related studies [12, 13, 38] also use abstract, system-independent measures, such as the number of new states, which correlate with real time. Third, our CAPP prototypes do not optimize for speed as our goal was to evaluate the algorithms before focusing on the implementation.
Conclusion threats The number of random explorations (50) that we performed for each artifact and heuristic may not be sufficient to accurately characterize real distribution of the random explorations.
RELATED WORK
Many techniques have been developed for improving regression testing of sequential code. Test selection [17, 37] techniques choose to run only a subset of tests on the new program version. The key challenge is to perform safe selection [28] , i.e., guarantee that tests that are not selected will not reveal faults. Test prioritization [14, 20, 33, 40] reorders (all or only selected) tests to reveal faults faster, thus reducing the time that a developer has to wait to find failing tests. Impact analysis [26, 27, 33] finds (statically or dynamically) which code changes could affect which tests, thus aiding test selection or debugging by pointing out which changes could (not) lead to failing tests. These techniques work well for selecting/prioritizing among sequential tests, which are typically short running. However, multithreaded tests are typically long running because they are explored for many different schedules. Hence, when a regression test suite contains multithreaded tests, selecting/prioritizing schedules within one test becomes an issue. While the exploration of multiple tests can be easily parallelized, efficiently parallelizing a single exploration is very challenging (e.g., witness many years of the PDMC workshop series). Our work prioritizes the exploration of schedules for a single multithreaded test to reduce the exploration required to detect a fault.
There is also a rich body of work on testing multithreaded code but mostly with change-unaware techniques [8, 10, 15, 21, 25] . Most of these techniques conceptually prioritize (or select) schedules to be explored such that faults are found faster (or exploration finishes faster if there are no faults), but the prioritization does not consider code changes. We believe that most of these techniques can be modified to be change-aware and that it would provide faster exploration when code evolves, but in this paper we focused on using CHESS [25] as an example stateless technique and JPF as an example stateful technique (with its underlying partial-order reductions). The original work on CHESS [25] showed that a large number of concurrent faults can be detected with a small number of preemptions, often up to two. The followup work on preemption sealing [7] employs a new scheduling strategy that only allows preemptions around certain program modules to enable modular testing, e.g., to speed up testing of applications that use reliable libraries.
We know of only a few change-aware (also called incremental) techniques for systematic testing. The initial work focused on control-intensive properties in model checking [9, 18, 24, 31] , conceptually reusing results from one run to speed up the next run. Our ISSE technique [23] also reuses results from one run to another but for data-intensive properties of sequential, non-deterministic code. The most recent and most related projects are on regression model checking (RMC) [38] and improved mutation testing of multithreaded code [16] . Both projects reuse exploration of one program version to speed up the exploration of the next program version. However, these projects effectively focus on selection and attempt to only explore the states that behave differently after a change has been made. Our work differs in that (1) CAPP focuses on prioritization, (2) CAPP does not reuse the results from a previous exploration but only exploits changes and their impact, and (3) our evaluation includes real faults and not only mutants. It is likely that exploiting previous exploration can improve CAPP even further, and we plan to explore that in the future.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Multithreaded code is becoming mainstream, and testing it is gaining importance. Since multithreaded code can display different behaviors with different schedules, testing techniques have to explore many possible schedules to detect faults. Numerous techniques have been proposed for testing multithreaded code, but most of them focus on a single version of the program and are change-unaware. We presented Change-Aware Preemption Prioritization, the first technique that uses change information to prioritize the exploration of a multithreaded regression test to substantially reduce the exploration cost required to detect faults.
Encouraged by these results, we envision several lines of future work for change-aware testing of multithreaded code. CAPP itself can be improved by using an advanced impact analysis to collect ICPs more precisely. Moreover, CAPP performs only prioritization and only across schedules within one test. The future work should consider a combination of prioritization and selection, and it should consider techniques for prioritization (and selection) across multiple multithreaded tests. Also, our current experiments consider only one fault per code. The future techniques should be evaluated in the presence of multiple faults.
